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Preface

pg (vii), 3d line from bottom:  replace  3.2.1(d)  with  3.4.1(d)

page (viii), 16th line from top: replace "principle objective" with "principal objective"

pg (ix), last 2 sentences of first paragraph: replace "Solutions to some of ... reach the

author at holmes@rpi.edu." with  "Solutions to some of the exercises are available from the

author's home page located at  http://www.math.rpi.edu/~holmes.  Also located there is an

errata list.  Those who may want to make a contribution to one of these files, or have

suggestions about the text, can reach the author at holmes@rpi.edu."

Chapter 1

pg 13 (first line): replace  1964  with  1972

pg 17, third line: replace  2a1b1  with   a1b1

pg 19, 11th line from bottom of page: replace   x1 = 1   with   x1 = −1

pg 19, 7th line from bottom of page: replace   x ~ ±1 + ε   with   x ~ ±1 − ε

pg 21, last line: replace "some" with "a"

pg 29, 6th line from bottom: replace  "Deybe"  with  "Debye"

pg 43, last line: remove comma following  "3"
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Chapter 2

pg 55, end of the expression in (2.17): replace    
ε
2
 e1(1 + xη

2)   with     
ε
2
 e1 +  1

2
 ε2βe1xη

2

pg 55, last line: replace  O(ε)  with  O(ε2β)

pg 64, 9th line from bottom:  replace   x− = x/ε   with    x− = x/ ε

pg 65, 3d line:  replace   B − Y0   with   B − 2Y0

pg 65, in equation (2.33):  replace   B − s   with   B − 2s

pg 71, 8 lines from top:  replace  Y0(−∞)  with  Y0(∞)  and replace  Y0(∞)  with  Y0(−∞)

pg 72, in equation (2.47):  within the  tanh( )  expression replace  x  with   x
_

pg 99, 17th line from top:  the equation for  yn  should be replaced with...

yn =   χ m2
n   +  (1 − χ) m1

n

where

χ  =   
1  − m1

N

m2
N − m1

N

pg 101, in first line of equation (2.106): replace the exponent   N − k   with   N − n

pg 104, first line in exercise 4(a): replace "the difference" with "the solution of the

difference"
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Chapter 3

pg 125, line above equation (3.40b):  indent "where" so it's aligned with "The" in the lines

above and below it.

pg 130, third line in Exercise 6:  replace   εα   with   ε2/3α   and replace   εω   with   ε2/3ω

pg 143, line after equation (3.73): replace "problem" with "problems"

pg 144, in equation (3.79) and in formula for  vph  two lines below: replace "8" with "16"

pg 153, third line after (3.95):  replace   y ′′ + y = εy3  with   y′′ + y + εy3 = 0

pg 154, 2nd line:  the line should be left justified

pg 192, 10 lines from top:  replace   − θxu0
2   with   − G ′θxu0

2

Chapter 4

pg 210, equation (4.119):  within the parenthesis replace   "1"   with   "1 + 2εµ1"

pg 211:  On 4th line of Exercise 1 replace  ( r*/h*, z*/h*)  with  ( ε  r*/h, z*/h)

pg 214, line above Example:  replace  1995   with   1996

Chapter 5

pg 229, last line in caption to Fig 5.2:  replace   g(x) = 0   with   g(x) = 1

pg 241, 2 lines above (5.44):  remove comma after "condition"
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Chapter 6

pg 273, 5th line:  replace   u1 ≠ 0   with  "u1  is not identically zero"

pg 273, 5th line from bottom:  replace   Section 5.5   with   Section 4.5

pg 275, 6th line after equation (6.48):  replace   r+ < 0   with   Re(r+) < 0

pg 275, 7th line after equation (6.48):  replace   κm < 0   with  "κm < 0 for all values of  m"

pg 277, first line:  replace  "= ["  with  "= − ["

pg 282, 10th line:  replace  1988  with  1983

pg 288, first line:  replace  y0  with  ys

pg 290, sixth line:  replace   = − y1  with   = − y2

pg 292, Exercise 4(a):  replace   λ > (α − µ)/(1 + α + β + µ)   with the following

λ >  
(α − µ)(1 − α − β +  µ)

(1 − α +  β +  µ)
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pg 326:  in Rudin reference replace  1964  with  1976
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